2011 Selections

**THE BEAUTY OF HUMANITY MOVEMENT** by Camilla Gibb
(The Penguin Press, 978-1-59420-280-3)

**BIRDS OF PARADISE** by Diana Abu-Jaber
(W.W. Norton & Co., 978-0-393-06461-2)

**THE BUDDHA IN THE ATTIC** by Julie Otsuka
(Alfred A. Knopf, 978-0-307-70000-1)

**DANCE LESSONS** by Áine Greaney
(Syracuse University Press, 978-0-8156-0984-1)

**DAY OF HONEY: A MEMOIR OF FOOD, LOVE, AND WAR** by Annia Ciezadlo
(Free Press, 978-1-4165-8393-6)

**THE GOOD SISTER** by Drusilla Campbell
(Grand Central Publishing, 978-0-446-53578-6)

**THE HAND THAT FIRST HELD MINE** by Maggie O’Farrell
(Mariner Books, 978-0-547-42318-0)

**IF YOU KNEW THEN WHAT I KNOW NOW** by Ryan Van Meter
(Sarabande Books, 978-1-932511-94-9)

**THE MEMORY PALACE: A MEMOIR** by Mira Bartók
(Free Press, 978-1-4391-8332-8)

**MY NAME IS MARY SUTTER** by Robin Oliveira
(Penguin Books, 978-0-14-311913-5)

**SILVER SPARROW** by Tayari Jones
(Algonquin Books, 978-156512-990-0)

**THE SOLDIER’S WIFE** by Margaret Leroy
(Voice, 978-1-4013-4170-1)

**THE SUMMER WITHOUT MEN** by Siri Hustvedt
(Picador, 978-0-312-57060-6)

**TINY SUNBIRDS, FAR AWAY** by Christie Watson
(Other Press, 978-1-59051-466-5)

**TO BE SUNG UNDERWATER** by Tom McNeal
(Little, Brown and Co., 978-0-316-12739-4)

**UNDER THE MERCY TREES** by Heather Newton
(HarperPaperbacks, 978-0-06-200134-4)

**WHEN GOD WAS A RABBIT** by Sarah Winman
(Bloomsbury USA, 978-1-60819-534-3)

**WINGSHOOTERS** by Nina Revoyr
(Akashic Books, 978-1-936070-71-8)

**THE YEAR WE LEFT HOME** by Jean Thompson
(Simon & Schuster, 978-1-4391-7588-0)

**YOU KNOW WHEN THE MEN ARE GONE** by Siobhan Fallon
(Amy Einhorn Books/Putnam, 978-0-399-15720-2)

www.NationalReadingGroupMonth.org
ABOUT NATIONAL READING GROUP MONTH

National Reading Group Month (NRGM) is an initiative of the Women's National Book Association (WNBA). Founded in 1917, WNBA promotes literacy, a love of reading, and women's roles in the community of the book.

NRGM augments the WNBA's mission to promote the value of books and reading. Through this initiative the organization aims to foster the values reading groups encourage: camaraderie, enjoyment of shared reading, and appreciation of literature and reading as conduits for transmitting culture and advancing civic engagement.

The mission of National Reading Group Month is to:

- Increase public awareness of the joy and value of shared reading
- Provide a time for reading groups to celebrate their accomplishments and plan for the future
- Provide opportunities for individuals to join an existing reading group or start a new one
- Encourage libraries, bookstores, and organizations to host special reading group events

FIND OUT MORE: NATIONAL READING GROUP MONTH
www.NationalReadingGroupMonth.org

ABOUT NATIONAL READING GROUP MONTH GREAT GROUP READS

Great Group Reads 2011 titles are selected on the basis of their appeal to reading groups for whom they are bound to open up lively conversations about a host of timely and provocative topics, from the intimate dynamics of family and personal relationships to major cultural and world issues. The 20-member Committee also makes a conscious decision to focus its attention on under-represented gems from small presses and lesser-known mid-list releases from larger houses. All are books with strong narratives peopled by fully realized characters; books which perhaps have flown under the radar of reviewers and reading groups overwhelmed by the sheer number of new releases each year.

Great Group Reads 2011 Selection Starter Packet includes one 8.5 in. x 11 in. flyer and single stickers to be used and applied to the book jackets of Great Group Reads 2011 titles (only, 20 titles / 2 stickers each). Templates for each can be found on the NRGM Web site for duplication. Booksellers are welcome to use any of the materials found there.

GET INVOLVED: NATIONAL READING GROUP MONTH MARKETING TOOLKIT
http://www.nationalreadinggroupmonth.org/involved.html

MEDIA CONTACT:
Jill Tardiff, National Reading Group Month Chair / Event Coordinator
(201) 656-7220
jill.tardiff@gmail.com